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A DYNAMICAL MEANING OF FRACTAL DIMENSION

BY

STEVE PELIKAN

Abstract. When two atlractors of a dynamical system have a common basin

boundary B, small changes in initial conditions which lie near B can result in

radically different long-term behavior of the trajectory. A quantitative description of

this phenomenon is obtained in terms of the fractal dimension of the basin boundary

B.

Introduction. This paper contains theorems concerning the fractal dimension of

certain invariant sets of dynamical systems. Rather than computing the dimension of

invariant sets, we describe a phenomenon observed in a variety of systems which

admits a quantitative description in terms of the fractal dimension of an invariant

set.

The sets of interest form a boundary between the basins of attraction of two

attractors. The map /: R -» R shown in Figure 1 provides a good example. The map

/ has two attracting fixed points, A and B. Almost every initial condition x0eR

tends to one of these two points under the action of /. The exceptions to this rule are

the points of a Cantor set A contained in [0,1].

In §2 we consider the following question. Suppose x and v are chosen at random

from [0,1] subject only to the condition \x - y\< e. What is the probability pe that

x and y tend to different attractors? If / describes a physical system this question

can be phrased as: Suppose there is a uniform e-error in determining the initial

conditions of the system. What is the probability that our prediction of the

long-term behavior of the system will be incorrect? We show (Theorem 2) that pt

tends to zero like el~d as e goes to zero, where d is the Hausdorff dimension of A.

Thus, when d > 0 (and espcially when d is near 1) it may be very difficult to predict

the long-term behavior of the system correctly, even though the long-term behavior

of almost every trajectory is very simple.

This phenomenon, called "final state sensitivity", was studied numerically by the

authors of [1]. They actually discuss two measures of the degree of sensitivity. The

numerical experiments they describe are concerned with measuring the quantity pe.

In addition, they consider qc, which is the measure of the set of x for which there

exists a y within e of x so that x and y tend to different attractors. In [1] it is

conjectured that qe - el~d, where d is the dimension of A.

The motivation for studying pe (rather than qe) is primarily that it represents a

quantity with a more natural interpretation. Returning to the interpretation given
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Figure 1

above, in which / represents a physical system, pc is the probability of making an

incorrect prediction of the long-term behavior while qc is the probability of being

capable of making an incorrect prediction in the presence of E-uncertainty about the

initial condition. In addition, as the numerical techniques of [1] show, pc can be

computed quite easily, while qt cannot.

§3 describes two examples of dynamical systems in two dimensions for which

theorems analogous to Theorem 2 are true. These are the "linear" horseshoe and

certain rational maps of the Riemann sphere.

In §1 we show that, for invariant sets such as A, the two most frequently used

definitions of fractal dimension (i.e., the Hausdorff and capacity dimensions) are

equal. The utility of this result comes from the fact that the capacity dimension is

much easier to compute numerically than the Hausdorff dimension.

Much of this work was done while the author was a postdoctoral member of the

Institute for Mathematics and its Applications at the University of Minnesota. He

thanks Drs. Weinberger and Sell and the staff of the Institute for their hospitality.

He also thanks Dr. Mary Rees for many interesting conversations concerning these

and related matters.

I. Fractal dimensions. Here A c [0,1] is a compact set. The Hausdorff dimension

of A, denoted HD(A), is defined as follows:

For a e R, let

h(a) =  lim    inf   ¿Jj4,-   ,
f^0+  \\s/\\<e  ^

where \A\ = diameter of A, si denotes a finite open cover of A, and ||j^|| =

max^eJ.4,1.

One shows (see [2]) that there is a number a* so that h(a) = 0 if a > a* and

h(a) + oo if a < a*. The Hausdorff dimension of A is HD(A) = a*.

A second notion of the fractal dimension is the capacity dimension. This is

defined by
log N(e)

cap(A) =   lim
e-.0 + -loge

(when the limit exists),
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where N(e) = minMs¡(!card(.2) is the minimum number of sets with diameter e

needed to cover A.

It is easy to see that HD(A) < cap(A), and equally easy to give examples where

this inequality is strict, for example, A = {0} U {1/«}"=1. There are also examples

where cap( A) is not defined.

Our purpose here is to show that if A is invariant under an expanding map (that

is, satisfies some (nonlinear) self-similarity law), then cap(A) = HD(A). To be

specific,

Theorem 1. Suppose that A is invariant under a map f: [0,1] -* R, where f is C1 + a

for some a > 0, and expanding on /_1([0,1]). Then cap(A) = HD(A). (Expanding

means |/'(*)| ^ X > I for some number X.)

We denote by {C"} the components of /""([0,1]). These sets form a natural cover

of A. The proof of Theorem 1 depends on the following lemma, which says that the

{Cyj's approximate A so well that they can be used to compute the Hausdorff

dimension of A.

Lemma 1. Let d > HD(A). Then

iim£|c;|d = o.
"   j

A second, well-known, fact will be required concerning expanding functions /:

Lemma 2. There exists K > 1 independent of « such that

(d/dx)f"(x)

(d/dx)f(y)

whenever x, y lie in the same set Cf.   □

Proof of Theorem 1. Let d > HD(A). Using Lemma 1, select N so that « > N

implies that T.j\C"\d < K~d, where K is the constant in Lemma 2. Let e0 =

minJ¥,kdist(Cjn,Ck). For e < e0, denote by @)c = {Dx} a cover of A by N(e) sets of

diameter e. The collection {/"(D, n C")} is then a cover of A by sets with

diameters in the interval [eK'^Cfl'1, eKICfl'1], and so

(1) card{ D, e £¿t: D¡ n Cf * 0 } < N^K^C? |_1).

Summing (1) over j we obtain

(2) N(e)<zZN(eK-%"\'1).
j

Define <>(e) by N(e) = e'd<j>(e). Substituting this expression for N(e) in (2) yields

(3) «(O^'IlC/l^etfiC/f1).
j

This expresses a bound for 0(e) as a convex combination of the values of <¡> at larger

arguments, and so <J>(e) is bounded. Consequently,

— logN(e)     d    for each d > HD( A)
e^o    -loëe

and so HD( A ) = cap( A ).   D

<K
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^n\dProof of Lemma 1. First, note that it suffices to prove that lim„£.|Cyl|'' is

bounded for every d > HD(A) since if T.j\Cf\d~' < M is bounded then

L |Cf f = 11Cf \"~'\Cf f < M max |Cf f.
j J

But maxy|Cy"| < X " because/ is expanding.

ForJ> HD( A), define

ad(e) = inf< £ \A¡\ : {A¡) is a cover of A and \A¡\ ^ e

Then ad(e) is a nondecreasing function of e and ad(e) -* 0 as e -» 0. For each

e > 0 there is a cover of A, s/c, with \A¡\ > e and H^IA^ < 2ad(e). We then have

that \\s/e\\d = max|^,|d < 2ad(e) and so \\s/e\\ < [2ad(e)]l/d.

For each «, find e„ so that

||<J|<ymindist(c;,C;).

Then, for each A¡ G j*^, there is a unique C/ with Ai n C/ # 0. We extend /"| C/

linearly with slope |C"|-1. Having done this, f(A¡) is a well-defined set for each A¡

which has nonempty intersection with Cf. In fact

{f(A,): A, n Cf * 0 } is a cover of A

by sets having diameters at least enK~1\Cf\~1. Consequently,

I      \A,\ Kd\Cf\     > ad[z„K-l\Cf\   ),
A^Cf* 0

and so

(4) L\A,f = L   I   M,r
; y A,r\Cj"*e>

>TiK-d\Cffad(enK-1\Cf\~1).
j

Now fl^e.Ä-^C/l"1) > a^K^X") for each y, where \ = minJt6/-i[0,1]|/'(^)l-

Then (4) becomes

2ad(e„)>ad(enK-iX")K-d¿:\Cf\'1,
j

or for n such that X" > K,

2Kd>2Kd    ^(e"j   . >I|Ç"f,

by the monotonicity of a^ie). This implies lim„E7|Cy/t|'/ is finite.   D

II. Final state sensitivity. We begin by considering maps /: R -* R which have the

essential features of the / shown in Figure 1. We assume

(i)/isC1 + a,

(ii) \f'(x)\ > 1 if x and f(x) are in [0,1],

(iii) [0,1] c interior(/([0,1])) and f'l[0,1] c [0,1],

(iv) / has two attractors, one attracting each point in (1, oo), the other attracting

each point in (-oo, 0).
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We wish to consider the case where the basin boundary of the attractors is a

Cantor set. Thus we assume the /|[0,1] has at least two laps. (That is, /_1([0,1])

consists of at least two intervals.) Let r denote the number of laps of /. In case

r = \, the basin boundary is simply a point and Theorem 2 is trivially true. Note

that conditions (iii) and (iv) imply that if r > 2 then r > 3 and r is odd. As

mentioned earlier, we define pe to be the probability that two points x, y (chosen at

random from [0,1] according to the uniform distribution and subject to the condi-

tion \x — y\ < e) tend to different attractors. That is, let Ie(x) = [x — e,x + e] and

set

pe(x) = m({y G /,(*) n[0,l]: hmf"(x) * lirn/"( y)) )/m(lt(x) n[0,l])

and then set pe = /J pe(x) dx. Then we have

Theorem 2.

where a = cap(A) = HD(A).

r     log^     i
hm -;-= 1 — a,
e^o logE

Remark. Theorem 2 is true for qe also. Having established the equality of

Hausdorff and Capacity dimensions, one proceeds as follows. Cover A by N(e)

intervals of length e. Every point in the union of these intervals is within e/2 of A.

Although the intervals are not necessarily disjoint, no point in their union is

contained in more than two of the intervals since N(e) was the minimum number of

intervals required to cover A. Hence, qe/2 > ¿N(e)e. If we replace each of the

intervals in the cover with intervals having the same midpoint but twice the length,

every point within e of A is contained in the union of these intervals and so

qF < N(e)e2. Taken together, these inequalities give

lim ^^ = 1 -cap(A).
e^o+   loge KV    '

Proof of Theorem 2. Let

A(b) = [(x,y)e[0,l]x[0,l]:\x-y\ < e)

and

D(e) = {(x,y)eA(e): amf(x) + limf"(y)}.
*• n n '

Then, denoting Lebesgue measure on [0, l]2 by m, we have that pe has the same

behavior (as e -» 0) as m(D(e))/m(A(e)). Note that m(A(e)) = 2e - e2. Thus, to

prove the theorem, it is enough to show that limE^ 0 log «iZ>(e)/log e = 2 — a.

We define a mapping F: [0, l]2 -» R2 by F(x, y) = (f(x), f(y)). It is immediate

that |det DF"(x, vO/det DF"(w, z)\ < K2 whenever (x, y) and (x, z) belong to the

same set C," X Cf. Also, note that for each « and / we have that

(5) ^(^-'eIC/I"1) c F"(d(e) n(Cf X Cf)) c D^Ke\Cf\~l)
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for some k. Our goal is to derive a scaling law for D(e) analogous to equation (2). In

order to do this we will estimate m(D(e)) in terms of m(D(e) n (U C" X C)), and

then apply (5).

Begin by considering D(e) with

e <k mini min dist(cnH
\ j+k

O-min | Cf
j

Then (x, y) G D(e) implies that one of x, y lies in some Cf. In this case (x, y) must

lie in the region *eCf shown in Figure 2.

Claim. There is a subset of UjCf X Cf mapped in a 1-1 manner onto U ¡A" U Bf

by F2. To establish the claim it is enough to show the following: If Cf = [a, b] then

at least one of the points in f~2(a) (and at least one of the points in f~2(b)) lie in

the interior of some Cf. Such a point is an endpoint of some Ck+2. The correspond-

ing set A"k + 2 (or Bk + 2) determined by *eCk^2 is contained in some C" and is

mapped onto A" (or Bf) by F2.

Proof of Claim. Suppose Cf = [a, b] and that all of the points f~2(a) are

endpoints of sets C". Apply f~l. We obtain a set Cj = [a',b'\ such that all the

points f'2(a') are endpoints of other intervals C\. But there are r intervals C\ and

r2 points in f'2(a). Since r2 > 2r (when r > 2, as we have assumed), this is a

contradiction.

Thus D(e) O ()JjAj U 5") is contained in the image (under F2) of a subset of

D(e) n (U -C" X C"). Since f2 expands areas by at most a factor 5' > 1, we have

shown that (set B = B' + 1)

m(D(e)) < 5m   U^(e) n Cf X C/l.

Figure 2
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We can now apply (5), sum over j and obtain

(6)    A-^in^eA-^C/l"1))^/!2 < m(Dc) < ßtf22>(z>(/Ce|C/ \~l))\Cf f.
j j

Finally, suppose 2 — d > cap(A) and write m(De) = ed4>(e). Select « so large that

Zj\Cf\2~d < (BK2)-1. When e is sufficiently small, equation (6) yields

4>(e) < BK2Z\Cf\2~U(Ke\Cf\~l)
j

which implies that <t> is bounded as e -> 0. Hence

logwD(E)      ,.     ,     log<i>(E)
hm -~-— = hmd +    ,        ' > d
E^o      logE e-o loge

for every d < 2 — cap(A).

Then let 2 - d < cap(A) and, selecting « so large that Y.j\Cf\2~d > K2, write

m(De) — ed<j>(e). The left-hand inequality in (6) then yields

i-i      -il \2-d    1 ,   i i-l\

<¡>(e)>ZK2\Cf\      4>(K-le\Cf\   ).
j

This means <i>(e) is bounded away from zero and so

— lognMel = d + — tog^
E^0 l0g£ £-.0 £

for every d > 2 — cap( A).   □

Remark. The quantity pc was interpreted as the probability of making an error

when predicting the long-term behavior of the system in the presence of a uniform

error (of size e) in determining the initial conditions of the system. The assumption

that the errors are uniform is not, however, necessary. Let ftc be any probability

measure on [-£, e] which is equivalent to normalized Lebesgue measure on [-e, e].

(That is, both (dp.Jdx)/2t and 2t/(d\ic/dx) are bounded independent of e.)

We suppose that /x£ describes the errors in observing the states of the system, and

define a quantity pE analogous to pt. Set

7Ax) = He{y^ [-*>*]: x+ye [0,1] and Iim/"(x) #/"(*+^)}

and pc = fpe(x) dx. Then pc has the same behavior (as e -> 0) as pe. This is because

the quantities m(D(t) n Cf X Cf) in the proof of Theorem 2 change by at most a

bounded factor when Lebesgue measure is replaced by ue.

III. Two-dimensional examples.

A. Rational maps. We begin with an explicit example: f(z) = z2 + c with c G C

of sufficiently small modulus. Considered as a map of the Riemann sphere C U { oo},

the map / has two attracting fixed points, one near 0 and the other at oo. The

common boundary of the basins of these attractors is the Julia set of /, frequently

denoted J(f).
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This illustrates the action of the " horseshoe" diffeomorphism on the square

ABCD. The image of the square (relative to itself) is shown on the right. The

shaded region indicates part of the basin of attraction of one of the sinks.

Figure 3

More generally, we suppose that / is a rational map of the sphere C U { oo} which

has two attracting fixed points (say 0 and oo). In addition, suppose that the forward

orbit of each critical point of / tends to one of the attractors. Then (see [3]) the

common boundary of the basins of the attractors of / is the set /(/) and some

power of /, say f, is uniformly expanding on a neighborhood of J(f).

Let N be a neigborhood of /(/) on which f is uniformly expanding. (That is,

\(d/dz)f(z)\ > y > 1 for z G N.) Denote by pt the probability that x, y chosen at

random from N (according to the uniform distribution and subject only to |x — y\

< e) tend to different attractors under the action of /. Then, corresponding to

Theorems 1 and 2, we have

(Al) HD(/(/)) = cap(/(/))

and

log P,
(A2) lim 2-HD(/(/)).

E_o+   loge

The proofs of (Al) and (A2) are almost identical with the proofs of the corre-

sponding theorems. The one difference is that, instead of using the sets {Cf}, we use

sets of the form

[z: fJ(z)&Akj,j = 0,\,...n- \,kj e {l,...,m}}

where {Ax,...,Am} is some cover of /(/) by open sets.

It should be noted that this (A2) provides a method for computing the Hausdorff

dimension of some Julia sets which is particularly well-suited to the use of parallel or

vector processors.

B. Horseshoes. Consider a horseshoe diffeomorphism which acts on a disk in the

plane as indicated in Figure 3.

There are two attracting fixed points for /. Trajectories starting at Lebesgue

almost every point tend to one of these attractors under the action of /. The

boundary of the basins of the attractors is the stable manifold Ws of the horseshoe.

If we assume that / restricted to f'l(R) is an affine transformation which preserves
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vertical lines (so that Ws is the product of a Cantor set and an interval) we obtain,

as an application of Theorem 2, that

(Bl) lim^^ =2 - HD(r).
e-o loge
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